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This file contains two lesson plans with exercises and activities for the September mission of the new RR game  
“The Impossible Portal”.  This file, as well as the CD tracks and the game pages from the magazine can be  
downloaded from www.bridge-online.cz/portal.

M MATERIALS

Introduction to “The Impossible Portal” and Gamification
Hello, teachers, and welcome to The Impossible Portal, RR Magazine’s new year-long game. Last year we went to 
the Land of Awesome, where students practised their English skills by visiting interesting places and helping lots of 
people. Each issue came with several pre-made lesson plans and all the materials you needed, and students loved 
the adventures. We got a lot of wonderful feedback from all of you, and this year we are happy to offer you a new 
and improved mission for 2017-2018.
The Impossible Portal is based on the gamification methodology of teaching English. Game mechanics are used 
to motivate students, encourage them to try new things, reduce their fear of failure, and make learning fun and 
exciting rather than an unpleasant obligation. To use the system most effectively, teachers should try to follow 
certain principles:
• Encourage a growth mindset in students. Teach them that the brain is like a muscle which can only be made 

“bigger and stronger” by training it with difficult exercises. We like when things are easy, but those things 
don’t make our brains grow. Encourage students to always challenge themselves and seek out difficult things.

• Rather than focusing on losing something by making mistakes, instead focus on gaining something by 
trying. Mistakes should not be punished, but rather seen as an opportunity to learn. (For example, instead 
of subtracting points for mistakes on assignments, count up how many points they have earned with their 
correct answers. This small psychological trick can be surprisingly motivating without requiring any extra work 
or preparation.) Students who haven’t yet succeeded should be encouraged to keep trying until they do, and 
praised when they finally succeed. 

• Be specific with praise. Instead of saying “good work”, try “I like the way you didn’t give up until you got it 
right.”, “Your pronunciation was very good today.”, or “You really learned a lot of new words.” Focus praise on 
things the students struggle with and work hard on, rather than rewarding things that come easy to them.

• Avoid labels like “good/bad student”, “clever”, and “slow”. These labels suggest that students do not have 
control over whether they learn or not; that learning it is something that some people are born with a talent 
for and some can never succeed in. Instead, praise hard work and not giving up, and encourage students who 
struggle.

• Game mechanics can help students understand how they learn. Familiarity with some of these mechanics, 
like experience points (XP)/experience levels, “levelling up”, quests and skills (as used in games), will help 
you explain to students (most of whom are already familiar with these mechanics from computer and mobile 
phone games) how they can best learn. For example, they are all starting at level one in their English skill, and 
in order to “level it up”, they need to earn XP by completing assignments and tasks in class and at home. 

• Grammar points and vocabulary topics can be referred to as skills to be learned, “levelled up”, and mastered. 
This terminology, already familiar to most students, will adjust their mindset to a more positive and motivating 
one, all without having to change the course materials. The Impossible Portal materials are already organized 
around these principles.

You can find more information online about gamification in education.

L LANGUAGE & SKILLS 
PRACTISED  
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LESSON PLAN | PART ONE
MARCH MISSION: WILDWOOD

Topic: Animals

Level: A2   

Number of Learners: 1 Class (12–24 students)

Time: 40–45 mins

Materials: RR March 2018, “Spring on the Farm” (pp. 4–5); CD Tracks 10–11, March Recording Scripts; Handouts

Before you start:
• Review the vocabulary on pp. 4–5 of the magazine.
• Prepare several copies of Handout 1 (one per pair of students, this 

TF, p. 3).

• Prepare several copies of Handout 2 (one copy of Part 1, “Paul the 
Parrot’s Problem”, for the teacher and one copy of Part 2 per small 
group of students, this TF, pp. 3–4).

Whole Class
Quickly review what happened in the last mission (they found the 
secret room in the Megahouse, full of toys and batteries, then 
opened the Impossible Portal and went through). Look at the 
vocabulary on pp. 4–5 of the magazine and tell students to use their 
imagination to guess what the next world will be like. Have a few 
volunteers share their ideas.

2 WELCOME TO WILDWOOD  10 mins

 L    Speaking, Listening, Reading                                         HANDOUT 1

 M   CD Track 10, March Recording Scripts

Whole Class / Pair Work
Play CD Track 10 once and listen as a class. Encourage students to 
ask questions about parts they don’t understand. Then put students 
in pairs and give each pair a copy of Handout 1. Give them two 
minutes to answer the questions. Then play the track again to check 
the answers and fill in any that are missing.
The recording script for CD Track 10 can be found in the March TF – 
Recording Scripts.

5 JEFF DID IT  5 mins

 L    Listening                                                                                    

 M   CD Track 11, March Recording Scripts

6 FEEDBACK  5 mins

 M   Character Sheets

Whole Class
As a class, compare answers and make sure everyone understands 
how the answer was found. (Solution: It was Jeff the Chicken, who 
took the berries to make red paint.) Once the class is in agreement, 
play CD Track 11. Check for understanding and play the track again 
if necessary.
The recording script for CD Track 11 can be found in the March TF – 
Recording Scripts.

Whole Class
Tell the students that they have earned 2 Creativity points, 3 Teamwork 
points, 3 Communication points, and 2 Logic points for this task. They 
should colour them in now.

Group Work
Tell the students that they will now interview the other animals in 
Wildwood to find out what they were doing. They should use logic 
to figure out which animal took the berries. Break the class into 
groups of at least six students. (If the class doesn’t divide evenly, 
some students can work together.) Give each student or pair in each 
group one of the six role cards from Handout 2. Students take turns 
reading their card to the group. Encourage students to role-play 
their animal. As a group, the students analyse the information and 
deduce which animal took the berries and why.

This is the end of Part One.

3 PAUL THE PARROT’S PROBLEM  5–10 mins

 L    Speaking, Listening, Writing                                         HANDOUT 2

1 INTRODUCTION  5 mins

 L    Vocabulary, Speaking

 M   RR March 2018, “Spring on the Farm” (pp. 4–5)

4 INTERVIEWING THE SUSPECTS  15–20 mins

 L    Reading, Listening, Speaking                                              HANDOUT 2

1 Whole Class
Tell the students that they are now detectives. They need to get all 
the important information from Paul the Parrot. Instruct students to 
take notes while the teacher reads the role card entitled “Paul the 
Parrot’s Problem” from Handout 2 (role-playing and funny voices 
are encouraged). Review any difficult words, then read the card a 
second time. If students do not appear to understand, it can be read 
again, with pauses to explain each sentence.
2 Group Work
In small groups, students compare notes and make sure they have 
all the important information (the basic situation and what times 
Paul left home and returned to find the berries gone).

Outline
Susan and her friends arrive in a new world. It’s a natural wonderland full of fresh air, plains, forests, flowers, and lots of animals. The animals can 
talk, and they need some help: someone stole Paul the Parrot’s favourite red berries. Susan and her friends need to interview all the animals and 
gather clues to solve the mystery (and get some fertilizer for fuel). Then there will be three more puzzles for them to solve to get the code to open 
the Impossible Portal again.

HANDOUT 1: 1C; 2B; 3B; 4A; 5B; 6A

SOLUTIONS
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Answer the questions. Then listen and check your answers.

1 Where are you standing when you come out of the Impossible Portal?
A In a house   B At the beach   C On the grass

2 What’s the weather like?
A Rainy    B Sunny    C Windy

3 What do you see around you?
A Lots of cars   B Lots of animals  C Lots of people

4 What do you need to fuel1 the Impossible Portal?
A Fertilizer2   B Lightning3   C Coffee

5 What does the voice4 think you and Susan are?
A Fish with hair   B Humans5 with strange6 fur7 C Monkeys who wear clothes

6 Who is the voice talking to you?
A A parrot   B A man   C A snake

Vocabulary
1 fuel [ˈfjuːəl] palivo, pohonná látka
2 fertilizer [ˈfɜːtəlaɪzə(r)] hnojivo
3 lightning [ˈlaɪtnɪŋ] blesk
4 voice [vɔɪs] hlas
5 human [ˈhjuːmən] člověk
6 strange [streɪndʒ] podivný, zvláštní
7 fur [fɜː(r)] srst, kožich

FOR THE TEACHER: read the following text to the class.

Paul the Parrot’s Problem

Hello. My name is Paul. I’m a parrot. My favourite things are my red berries1. I love them. Today I had 
some of my red berries for breakfast at ten o’clock in the morning. I finished at eleven o’clock and I went 
out to fly around the forest. I flew for three hours. It was fun. Then I went home at two o’clock in the 
afternoon to eat more berries for lunch. But some of the berries were gone2. Someone came into my 
house and took my red berries. I’m very angry3. I want to know who has my berries. Please talk to the 
other animals. Ask them what they did today. Find out who has my berries.

Vocabulary
1 berry [ˈberi] bobule
2 to be gone [ɡɒn] být pryč, zmizet
3 angry [ˈæŋɡri] rozzlobený, naštvaný

Cut out the cards and give one to each student / pair of students in each group. Students take turns reading 
their card to the group. Encourage them to role play their animals.

HANDOUTS
HANDOUT 1

HANDOUT 2
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1 Harold the Snake

Yes, I know about Paul’s red berries. He doesn’t like 
to share (= dělit se) them. But I don’t have them. 
Today I played football with Lauren the Zebra at 
ten o’clock in the morning. We played until half 
past eleven. Then I had lunch with Sophie the 
Duck at half past twelve. We were eating until 

one o’clock. I saw her go back to the water to go 
swimming again. Then I met my friend Jeff the 

Chicken. He showed me his new paintings  
(= obrazy). He had a painting of a strawberry  

(= jahoda), one of a rainbow (= duha), and some 
other ones. They were very nice. We talked until 

two o’clock.

2 Lauren the Zebra

Oh, yes, today was very busy. I played football 
with Harold the Snake in the morning, until half 

past eleven. Then I went to see Ella the Rabbit and 
Logan the Pig. We had a nice lunch together. Ella 
and Logan are very good at cooking. I ate quickly, 

then I met Tyler the Goat to go for a long walk. We 
walked until three o’clock in the afternoon. We saw 
Sophie the Duck swimming in the afternoon, too. 
So I didn’t have any time to take Paul the Parrot’s 

silly (= hloupý) red berries!

3 Ella the Rabbit

Oh, what did I do today? … I played with the 
kittens in the morning, until twelve o’clock. They’re 

so cute (= roztomilý). I love babies. Then I met 
Logan the Pig and we made a nice lunch. Lauren 
the Zebra came and ate with us. Then Logan and 
I sat and talked until two o’clock. It was nice and 

quiet. I did see Harold the Snake talking to Jeff the 
Chicken at one o’clock, but they were quiet. I think 

Jeff had some new paintings (= obrazy).

4 Jeff the Chicken

What did I do today? Um, it’s hard to remember.  
I know I talked to Tyler the Goat in the morning 

until eleven o’clock. Then I went for a walk. After 
that, I went home and painted. I love painting. It’s 
my favourite thing to do. At one o’clock I met my 
friend Harold the Snake. I showed him my new 

paintings (= obrazy). We talked until two o’clock,  
I think.

5 Tyler the Goat

Yes, I talked to Jeff the Chicken this morning. He 
was very sad because he didn’t have any red paint. 
He said it’s very difficult to find red paint, and he 

wanted to paint a strawberry (= jahoda). I saw 
Sophie the Duck swimming, too. She is always 
swimming alone in the water. We talked until 

eleven o’clock, then I went for a long walk in the 
grass with Lauren the Zebra. We walked for  

a long time. We came back at three o’clock in the 
afternoon.

6 Sophie the Duck

My day wasn’t very interesting. I went swimming. 
I swam in the morning until twelve o’clock. I was 

alone, but I saw Jeff the Chicken at half past eleven. 
He was near Paul the Parrot’s house. At twelve 
o’clock I had lunch with Harold the Snake. Then 
I went swimming again. I saw Lauren the Zebra 

and Tyler the Goat walking in the afternoon. I love 
swimming. Do you like swimming, too? Swimming 

is great.
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LESSON PLAN | PART TWO
MARCH MISSION: WILDWOOD

Before you start:
• Review the vocabulary on pp. 4–5 of the magazine
• Prepare several copies of Handouts 1–3 (one per small group, this TF, pp. 6–7)
• Prepare copies of the Fertilizer Tokens (one per student, this TF, p. 8)

1 PUZZLES  20 mins

 L    Vocabulary, Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening 
                                                                                                      HANDOUTS 1–3 

Whole Class / Group Work
Explain to the students that FIT has given us three more puzzles. We 
need to solve them all to get the new code to open the door. Divide 
the class into three groups and assign each group one of the puzzles 
to solve together (Handouts 1, 2, and 3; this TF pp. 6–7). You can 
have students do this immediately in class, or do it as homework. 
If done as homework, the day the homework is due they should 
have five minutes in class to meet with their group and check their 
answers. Students may use their magazines to help them find the 
answers to some of the puzzles.

2 THE CODE  5 mins

 L    Speaking, Listening, Vocabulary, Reading

Whole Class
Once all of the groups are ready, the whole class must combine 
their clues to find the code (“forest”). Have a representative from 
each group call out their clues while the teacher writes them on the 
board. Then invite the students to try to figure out what the code 
might be. If the class is unable to figure it out without help, give 
them the hint that it’s all around them in Wildwood.

Once the students have found the code, tell them they have earned 
2 Creativity points, 1 Teamwork point, 1 Communication point, and 
2 Logic points. They should colour them in now.

4 THE FINAL PUZZLE  5 mins

 L    Listening, Vocabulary                               

 M   CD Tracks 12–13, March Recording Scripts

5 FEEDBACK  5 mins

 M    Character Sheets, Fertilizer tokens                                                   

Whole Class
Play CD Track 12 and check for understanding. Have students write 
down the words “happy animals” and count the number of letters 
(12). When everyone is ready, play CD Track 13. Tell the students to 
write the number 12 in the Notes section of their Character Sheet. 
They should write the number fairly small. They will need room to 
write one more number.
The recording script for CD Tracks 12–13 can be found in the March 
TF – Recording Scripts.

Whole Class
Tell the students they have earned 1 Logic point for answering the 
last question. They should colour it in now. Also tell students that 
there is lots of extra fertilizer which they can take as souvenirs. Give 
each student a fertilizer token and give them five minutes to colour 
them in, cut them out, and glue them to the Souvenirs section of 
their character sheet.

3 FEEDBACK  3 mins

 M   Character Sheets

Outline
Susan and her friends arrive in a new world. It’s a natural wonderland full of fresh air, plains, forests, flowers, and lots of animals. The animals can 
talk, and they need some help: someone stole Paul the Parrot’s favourite red berries. Susan and friends need to interview all the animals and gather 
clues to solve the mystery (and get some fertilizer for fuel). Then there will be three more puzzles for them to solve to get the code to open the 
Impossible Portal again.

*If there is not enough time to complete this part in class, most of it 
can be assigned as individual or group homework instead, leaving only 
about 10 minutes of in-class work.

HANDOUT 1: I am a bird. I am brown with a red head. I am food on 
Thanksgiving. Who am I?; Turkey / R, E
HANDOUT 2: 1 camel; 2 zebra; 3 hippo; 4 snake; O, S
HANDOUT 3: elephant, sheep, chicken, puppy; F, T

SOLUTIONS

Topic: Animals

Level: A2   

Number of Learners: 1 Class (12–24 students)

Time: 35–40 / 10 mins*

Materials: CD Tracks 12–13, March Recording Scripts; Handouts

This is the end of the March episode of The Impossible Portal.  
The adventure will continue in April.
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Use the code to read the message.

AB DE FG

HI KL MN

OR ST VW

.

.

.

?

Answer:

What are the two letters for the code? ___, ___

HANDOUTS
HANDOUT 1

Examples: 

 = A  = B  = G  = K
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Where do the four zoo animals live? They need special pens (= ohrady). Read the clues (= vodítka) and write 
the animal names in the right places (one letter in each box).

1 The hippo lives in the water.
2 The zebra eats grass.
3 Pen 1 is very hot and dry.
4 The grassy pen is between the desert (= poušť) pen and the water pen.
5 The camel (= velbloud) lives in the desert.

1 2 3 4

What are the two letters for the code? ___, ___

Two code letters are hiding (= skrýt) in the picture. Use the clues (= vodítka) to find the names of four animals. 
Then colour every square (= čtverec) with a letter (= písmeno) from one of the animal names. The squares you 
don’t colour have the code letters.

E I T H E Y K U T E S C P

N L G M V E P E J R B H K

T P R Y H A U T E O Y C N

E S B Z M K I A P F H I K

P E O N I P L E H W N S P

C S D E U T C Y T G U N T

T P K Y H L E P L P S U C

1 A big animal with big ears and a very long nose: __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __

2 A white animal. We make clothes from its wool: __ __ __ __ __

3 A small farm animal. We eat its eggs: __ __ __ __ __ __ __

4 A baby dog: __ __ __ __ __

HANDOUT 2

HANDOUT 3
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FERTILIZER TOKENS
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